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What is a fake reference?
• A student attributes a point to an author that never makes that point
• They are usually real articles
• The article might share keywords with the topic or question
• It gives an assignment the cursory appearance of being researched 
without the student doing any research.

How to spot a bogus reference
• Sometimes it is obvious from the title of 
the article:
• Sometimes the article is written in an 
obscure language:
• Less fun:
- Read the whole article to see if the point is 
there.
Combatting fake references
• Require page references, even if 
students are using APA
• It makes students less likely to use bogus 
references
• It makes it much easier to catch
• Tell students their bibliography must 
note if a source is written in another 
language, and include translation 
information.
• Tell students that if a book or article is 
not available through the library, you 
may ask them to supply a copy.
• Encourage students to make use of the 
assigned readings for your course.
• Check bibliographies for obvious 
problems
• Check references randomly
• Teach your markers what to look for
• Fail assignments when you catch people. 
(Otherwise they will keep doing it.)
• One inaccurate reference might be a mistake: a 
sequence of them is not
• Report repeat offenders to Academic 
Integrity
• Yes, people do it again even after being warned.
Requiring page references doesn’t fix the 
problem
